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Who is Team SEW? 
 
Sarah Kate Murphy 

 
 
Sarah Kate Murphy 
Sarah Kate Murphy is a senior public relations and French major at Appalachian State. Having 
been involved in several on- and off-campus organizations during her time at Appalachian, 
including Young Life and the Student Government Association, Sarah Kate understands the 
importance of bringing communities together for the good of the whole. Effective communication 
and helping other people are two of her biggest passions, and she hopes to one day bring those 
two together with a career in international affairs.  
 
 

 
 
Emily Bradley  
Emily is a senior, Communication-advertising major at Appalachian State University. She is 
passionate about making people feel like they are loved and worthy of love. Two years ago, she 
founded an organization called Campus Cursive. A part of an international non-profit called 
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More Love Letters, this club’s mission is to uplift and empower individuals through tangible acts 
of love-handwritten letters. Emily is also a visual storyteller. She enjoys taking photos and 
making videos that represent her as an artist. In her spare time, Emily enjoys walking her 
chocolate lab, Annie and watching New Girl.  

   
 

 

William Bayless  

If the job has “service” in the title, then William has probably done it.  

His hands-on work with individuals in customer service and through service organizations has 
helped him understand how accurate communication is important in both professional and 
personal relationships. In his free time, William enjoys being outside and can be found getting 
mud on his boots on a new hiking trail, wading through a river with a fly rod, or splitting firewood 
for those in need of proper winter heating in the area. He also has a passion for people, what 
they do and what they have to offer.  

William believes that although a great deal can be learned in a traditional setting, the most 
important lessons comes from outside the classroom.  
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April 25, 2017 

Wine To Water 

747 W King St #200 

Boone, NC 28607 

 

To the esteemed staff of Wine To Water, 

Water plays a crucial role in everyday life, among communities across the globe. The work that 
your organization carries out supplying communities with safe access to water is extremely 
important to these peoples and can often be disregarded or overlooked. For these problems to 
be resolved, we, communication students and members of Team SEW, believe that through a 
carefully crafted and implemented social media campaign they can be accurately covered to 
impart a change. 

To accomplish this goal, we would like to execute a few objectives that increase awareness to 
increase use of the featured hashtags, traffic to Wine To Water’s social media accounts, and 
create awareness of the crisis and organizational efforts over our proposed month-long 
campaign. We hope to reach college students and those in similar age groups, as there is great 
potential among this group to become invested in the crisis. 

We would like to take this opportunity to share with you the campaign strategy that we believe 
can best reach the community and generate positive buzz about Wine To Water. The following 
pages of this final book will provide greater details of the campaign. Although we have created 
the content and campaign under our team name, we understand that every action we take is on 
behalf of Wine To Water and that the image the organization has established must be 
maintained.  

Thank you for your time and partnership with our class; we hope that this proposal aligns with 
your organizational values and that Wine To Water considers this as a plausible plan to 
implement.  

 

Sincerely,  

Team SEW 
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Executive Summary for Campaign  

The purpose of this media plan is to promote Wine To Water as an organization and to bring to 
light the world water crisis through a social media campaign. Wine To Water is a nonprofit 
organization that was founded in 2003 in the Boone, North Carolina. Although they are based 
out of the United States, they install water filters that provide sanitary drinking water to 
communities in Cambodia, Nepal, the Dominican Republic, East Africa, the Amazon, and Haiti. 
Wine To Water’s mission is to serve people through the provision of clean water, and to 
empower communities through these efforts. Currently operating in 25 countries, the 
organization seeks to continue expanding its current operations as well as extend its reach into 
other nations that need clean water. This goal is tied to Wine to Water’s commitment to loving 
and serving others with authenticity, a key philosophy in how the organization operates. 

Wine To Water seeks to capture this spirit of authenticity and duplicate it on its social media 
channels: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and YouTube. The current target market of Wine To 
Water is women between the ages of 18-40 residing in the United States. These women are 
identified as the most likely group to be purchasing the wine and subscribing to Wine to Water’s 
social media sites. While this market is already thriving, we believe that a greater market could 
be reached: college-aged millennials. To reach this target group, our team has identified the 
major objectives of this campaign which are to increase use of the featured hashtags, traffic to 
Wine To Water’s social media accounts, and create awareness of the crisis and organizational 
efforts over the month-long campaign. 

In order to reach the millennials, carefully implemented strategies must be carried out to reach 
these goals. These said strategies will not only reach all of the objectives, but will also allow the 
user to relate to what it looks like to live in a world with an abundance of water, reflect upon their 
own water consumption, and also get in touch further with what it may look like to live, 
#withoutwater. Beginning on June 1st, we will feature these individuals on social media outlets, 
as well as share a video of daily water consumotion that includes a link to a downloadable water 
tracking document that allows them to record their daily water usage on these platforms. These 
posts will be posted every Wednesday, and the campaign will post on Instagram and Facebook 
3 times per week until the end of the campaign on June 30th. The video will also introduce the 
#withoutwater challenge. In participating, the target audience will experience firsthand how 
essential water is to their everyday routine and life. The schedule of the postings and the 
campaign can be viewed in the Campagin Content and the Implementation Schedule located in 
the Revised Campaign Plan Section. 
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After these scheduled posts, the effectiveness of the video and the water tracking document will 
be measured by determining the differences in the amount of followers, likes, hashtags, and 
overall engagement on all Wine To Water sites and social media platforms. 

The hashtag will be evaluated prior to the month by utilizing social media analytics software, 
such as Hootsuite, Hubspot, and online conversation about the water crisis across social media 
platforms. 

In sum, the campaign will work to bolster the image of Wine To Water, rekindle the importance 
of the World Water Crisis among the new target audience, as well as incorporate the newly 
promoted online and viral content. 
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Social Media Policy 

Introduction  
Wine To Water is passionate about providing clean water to those in third world 

countries that go without. As a Wine To Water employee you have been hired because of your 
enthusiasm and desire to ned the world water crisis. As this brand becomes a large part of your 
life, it will translate into telling personal stories and  promoting the company on your own 
personal social media sites.  
 
In this digital world it can be easy to run into difficulties and misunderstandings that can occur 
on social media platforms. Below you will find a few guidelines to help when navigating on the 
internet and social media sites as a trusted employee of the Wine To Water. These policies 
apply to each Wine to Water employee. Please read carefully.  
 

The Policies  
• When you discuss Wine To Water, you must identify yourself with your name and, if relevant, 
your role within the company. Please always write in first person and don't use your company 
email address for private communications.  Always be aware of the websites you are posting to. 
Even sites like Wikipedia can be connected with our company. Never post anything negative 
about Wine To Water. Keep it positive and professional.  
 
 • Wine To Water believes in free expression on social media. However, we will hold each 
employee personally responsible for the content that is published on the internet. Before you 
post anything, think twice. If you are about to publish something that seems even the slightest 
bit inappropriate,rethink your content. If have specific questions, please contact your social 
media manager. 
 
• Please be sensitive to internal information that is for Wine To Water employees and volunteers 
only. Information shared on our internal network is public to people involved with our 
organization, but be sure that any published information has been cleared for public 
consumption by anyone not involved with Wine To Water. Our Communication Department will 
handle any public company statements. 
  
• Any work done for Wine To Water (i.e. volunteering, fundraising, your daily job, etc.) may be 
discussed with others in the community. However, information and ideas exclusive to the 
organization should remain that way until officially released on the internet, especially for 
product launches or special announcements. If a confidentiality agreement has been signed, it 
is expected that it will be adhered to. If there is a gray area in terms of a judgment call, please 
ask your manager for advice.  
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• In a legal situation, do not discuss issues related to Wine To Water unless you are designated 
an official spokesperson and have legal counsel approval. Please do not discuss company 
finances, profits, future products, or similar matters as these are subjects that can potentially get 
you and Wine To Water in trouble. 
  
• Respect all your public audiences. Don’t use ethnic or racial slurs, personal insults, obscene 
language, trolling, or any conduct that would not be deemed acceptable in the Wine To Water 
office. Please show respect for others’ privacy and sensitive subjects (such as religion or 
politics), especially when discussing the organization on social media. 
 
•  Just as in bullet point number two, we encourage talking positively about Wine To Water in 
your personal social media and help build relationships within the community. However, 
remember that each employee signs a confidentiality agreement with high standards that they 
are expected to adhere to. The information that we entrust to you is precious and until told 
differently should be protected and kept under wraps.  
 
•  It  can be difficult to create original content while also respecting copyright laws. Therefore, if 
a piece of work is not our own content and there is uncertainty of creator’s copyright, we don't 
use it. It’s that simple.  
 
•  To ensure content integrity, we don't cite or reference clients, partners or suppliers without 
their approval. We always ensure that any referenced or duplicated materials are linked back to 
their original source. 
 
• Wine To Water is also aware that those working within our company are associated with us 
and therefore represent us online and off. We ensure that those on our staff have clean 
Facebook, Linkedin, and other similar online social media profiles that are consistent with how 
we wish to present our goals and mission to our clients and colleagues.  
 
• Mistakes happen. When posting any content, we recognize that anything created about Wine 
To Water could potentially harm the company. This goes for all internal media as well, such as 
any newsletters or emails sent amongst staff.  We require all employees to act responsibly and 
be detailed, accurate, and truthful through their postings.  
 
• Finally, Wine To Water encourages open mindedness and inclusivity in order to promote a 
healthy and positive work environment for all. Please incorporate these values into our social 
media channels. 
 
Conclusion 
Thank you for adhering to these guidelines.  
 
SEW 
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Situation Analysis  
 

INTRODUCTION 
Wine To Water is a non-profit organization focused on providing clean water to those who need                
it around the world. Lack of water is the number one cause of death in children globally, and                  
Wine To Water seeks to combat this. With growth from a reach of 50,000 people in 2011 to                  
600,000 currently, Wine To Water’s operations have expanded exponentially. On the next few             
pages, you will find an analysis of Wine To Water’s current social media landscape, as well as                 
opportunities to improve their overall reach and engagement. 

 
 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 
Mission, Vision, Values 
Wine To Water’s mission is to serve people through the provision of clean water, and to                
empower communities through these efforts. Currently in 25 countries, the organization seeks to             
continue expanding its current operations as well as extend its reach into other nations that               
need clean water. This goal is tied to Wine To Water’s commitment to loving and serving others                 
with authenticity, a key philosophy in how the organization operates. Wine To Water seeks to               
capture this spirit of authenticity on its social media channels: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and              
YouTube. 
 
Organizational Personnel Structure 

Wine To Water was founded by the organization’s current President, Doc Hendley.            
Hendley oversees general organizational affairs and is currently the sole content creator for             
Wine To Water’s Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram accounts. This content is implemented and             
managed by several social media interns who work during the spring, summer, and fall. Other               
involved personnel include CEO, David Cuthbert, and David Schroeder, Wine To Water’s            
Communications Director. 

 
Funding 
Wine To Water creates original content that appeals to their audience. But in keeping with the                
organization’s philosophy it does not exhaust its financial resources solely through marketing            
and social media.  
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CLIENT BRAND VOICE & SOCIAL MEDIA ANALYSIS 
Facebook 
Current likes: 21,582 
  
Average rating of 4.9/5 
  
With a few exceptions, Wine To Water’s Facebook account posts about once a week. Posts are                
a mix of videos and photos accompanied by encouraging captions, with words such as              
“community,” “smiles,” “stoked,” “come,” “loved,” “thank you,” “sweet,” “amazing,” etc. The posts            
also often contain an emoji smiley at the end. Most of the posts gave explanations of what was                  
happening in photos, as well as trip and volunteer updates. The overall Facebook brand feels               
warm, exciting, and welcoming. In keeping with the discourse of Wine To Water’s current largest               
audience (women ages 18-40), the language used in the Facebook posts often references             
involvement and interaction (Bamman 2014). 
  
Posts containing photos of volunteers often have the volunteer tagged, allowing for two-way             
communication. The same occurs with brands/companies Wine To Water mentions in its posts.             
Most posts get between 50 and 150 likes and two or three comments from middle-aged/older               
women. Comments are almost universally positive. While comments typically are not questions            
or comments of concern and do not necessarily warrant a response, they are liked by the Wine                 
To Water page as an acknowledgment to the person commenting. This again shows an effort to                
create two-way communication beyond simply allowing comments on a page. 
 
Twitter 
14,300 followers 
  
4,009 following 
  
Wine To Water creates original content posts that are tweeted about once or twice a week, and                 
typically include a photo. Retweets/responses are sprinkled in among original content. Wine To             
Water does a good job of either retweeting or replying to Twitter users who tag them or are                  
discussing the organization in a tweet. Their overall Twitter brand feels warm, caring, and              
approachable. 
  
Most tweets are a photo with a short caption. They are often accompanied by “#live #love                
#serve,” in that order. 
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Instagram 
4,760 followers 
  
2,373 following 
  
Wine To Water’s Instagram account posts 2-4 times a week. Most posts are a photo with a                 
caption, accompanied by “#live #love #serve.” Special posts include staff/volunteer introductions           
or trip announcements, but these are not as common as the photo/caption combination. Their              
overall Instagram brand feels warm, welcoming, and inspiring. 
  
Wine To Water’s Instagram does not have much in the way of two-way communication other               
than allowing users to post comments. There are almost no direct replies to comments on the                
organization’s posts. Each post typically receives between two and five comments. As with             
Facebook, however, the comments generally do not warrant concern or are of a nature that               
would warrant a direct response. 
 
 

AUDIENCE ANALYSIS 
 
Wine To Water’s current primary audience is women ages 18-40 residing in the United States.               
Wine has a cultural association with women in the United States and thus these women are the                 
most likely group to be purchasing wine and subscribing to Wine To Water’s social media sites.                
While this market is already thriving, we believe that a greater market could be reached:               
college-aged millennials. The term millennial refers to people born from 1982-2002. This group             
values discovery, variety, authenticity, free expression, and self-exploration. Data shows that           
almost 50% of millennials are more willing to purchase a product connected with a specific               
cause. Additionally, this group is well versed in the power of social media and each is reported                 

to have more than 200 Facebook      
friends. Because they value new     
experience and are interested in     
international travel (see graphic),    
millennials could be excellent    
ambassadors for the Wine To     
Water brand (Millennial Marketing). 
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SOCIAL MEDIA LANDSCAPE 
 
The Influencers  
It is crucial to look at the organizations and people that might influence the millennial market.                
Doing this helps to understand competition and source inspiration from outside ideas, as well as               
build relationships for future collaboration. While there are many different organizations           
passionate about water, not each one has the same heart for helping people that Wine To                
Water does and it is important to follow organizations with a similar mission. Some organizations               
to follow include: Water.org, Bloodwater, and Charity: Water. These groups are some of the              
most influential organizations in the water crisis field. 
 
There are also specific individuals that should be followed on Wine To Water’s social media               
sites. Four of these include Gary White, Matt Damon, Pope Francis, and Scott Harrison. Gary               
White and Matt Damon are the founders of Water.org. These two have worked together for 25                
years in the water industry and have grown Water.org to be one of the most well-known water                 
charities (keyhole.co). Pope Francis, despite being primarily a religious figure, cares deeply            
about the environment and the global water crisis. His social media sites will help inspire Wine                
To Water to create authentic captions for their social media posts. Founder of Charity: Water,               
Scott Harrison, could also be another great influencer. Much like Doc Hendley, Harrison has an               
incredible vision to provide clean water to the world. 
 
Social Media Platforms to Use  
Before an organization can grow its social media presence, it is imperative to take an inventory                
of the platforms in current use and adjust them to fit the right target audience. Wine To Water                  
currently utilizes the social media platforms Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and YouTube. Wine            
To Water can capitalize on its already substantial following on these sites in implementing social               
media campaigns. 
 
Key Listing Phrases/ Keywords 
wine, water, heart, boone, international, global water crisis, aid, water problem, humanity 
 
This group of words hits on the twofold aspect of Wine To Water’s mission: solving the water                 
crisis and being an organization seeking authenticity in every aspect of its operations. 
 
 
The Hashtags 
Water.org hashtags: #beinspired #welovewater #water #givewatercredit  
Bloodwater Hashtags: #H20daysofwater #worldwaterday #waterchallenge #cleanwater #wash       
#loveinaction #humankindness #kindness  
Charity Water Hashtags: #whywater #water  
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Wine To Water Hashtags: #live #love #serve #volunteer #winetowater #globalwatercrisis          
#onpurpose 
 
 
One common hashtag between these influencers is #globalwatercrisis or other hashtags           
centered around that theme. Below is data concerning the hashtag’s reach from keyhole.co: 
 

 #globalwatercrisis data finding  
 
This has a reach of 1,780,718. Additionally a majority of shares and sites are Facebook and                
Twitter.  
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As seen in Share of Posts, 70.6% of posts with #globalwatercrisis are original content, while               
23.5% are retweets. Additionally, the sentiment around this hashtag and subject is mostly             
positive (52.9%) or neutral (23.5%) language. Some keywords in posts containing           
#globalwatercrisis include “solve,” “changer,” “family,” “learn,” “believe,” “help,” “support,” and          
“inspiring.” Negative language comprises 23.5% of sentiment. If the neutral statistic were lower,             
increased negative language and sentiment would potentially allow for more emotion and action             
inspired by the hashtag.  

 
Above 4 graphics from: http://keyhole.co/preview 
 
Top Sources reports that while the majority of people (47.1%) are searching or finding              
#globalwatercrisis on a computer, a close 41.2% are searching on a smartphone or tablet. A               
point of interest from the Demographics chart is that 100% of the analyzed posts came from                
females. This is important for Wine To Water to note as its largest audience is women ages                 
18-40.  
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COMPETITOR ANALYSIS 

 
It is important for anyone implementing a social media campaign to keep in mind that               

each audience is unique and can be easily swayed and persuaded yet also become entrenched               
in habit. Like any other consumer in a market, spending and company loyalty decisions are               
made based on past relationships, so it is essential that Wine To Water to be the first to win the                    
business of a client over other companies. A few industries and organizations that compete with               
Wine To Water in the sense of revenue are as follows:  
 
1. Regional Wineries 

Currently there are twenty-six wineries and an additional five to ten cideries and             
meaderies in the Western North Carolina region. Among these are large organizations like Bold              
Rock Hard Cider, The Biltmore Estate, and Saint Paul Mountain Vineyard. These pull in              
customers for their long-standing presence and place in the industry. Vineyards that impact             
sales due to close locality include the Banner Elk Winery and Grandfather Mountain Winery,              
both in Banner Elk North Carolina, the Linville Falls Winery in Linville, and Black Mountain               
Ciderworks Winery & Vineyard.  
 
2. International Wineries 

Wine is produced as well as enjoyed around the world, and many large companies could               
reach the trust and pockets of wine drinkers before Wine To Water does. According to               
thedrinksbusiness.com, a website releasing news and current events in the wine industry, some             
of the major brands among wineries include Hardy’s, Sutter Home, Gallo, Yellow Tail and              
Barefoot wines. These range in quality but appeal to a range of consumers due to financial and                 
taste preferences.  
https://www.thedrinksbusiness.com/2016/07/top-10-wine-brands-2016/11/ 
 
3. Craft Beer Industry: 
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Wine To Water competes in terms of sales with the craft beer industry, as it is growing                 
nearly everyday especially in Western North Carolina. Currently there are 161 craft breweries in              
the state (9th largest in the nation) with an additional 20 or so being projected to pass the                  
regulation process before the end of 2017. This is due to factors including the use of local                 
ingredients in the brewing process and the increased partnerships among breweries and            
philanthropic organizations. There are nearly 2.2 breweries per capita (spread over 100,000            
adults over the age of 21) and 78% of Americans live within 10 miles of a local brewery. With                   
this large of a conglomeration in the state, the creation and consumption of craft beer has also                 
had a great economic impact. In 2015, North Carolina breweries created 13% of beer sales in                
the United States, bringing in $22.3 billion of the $105.9 billion of revenue.  
 
3. Local Breweries 

Due solely to the location of these breweries, they compete with Wine To Water’s              
clientele as they appeal to enthusiasts of handmade and local products, a trend that is               
increasing. Some of the breweries in close proximity to Boone are Booneshine Brewing Co.,              
Appalachian Mountain Brewery, Blowing Rock Brewery and Alehouse, and Lost Province           
Brewery. Asheville, North Carolina is a short trip away as well, in which there are a plethora of                  
craft and local breweries both within the city and along the way to it. Larger brewing companies                 
are also moving to the state from the Western United States, including New Belgium Brewing               
Company, Sierra Nevada Brewing Company, and Oskar Blues Brewing.  

 
 

While Wine To Water benefits tremendously from the revenue brought in from wine purchases              
and donations, they would not be where they are today if not for the support of volunteers and                  
those contributing time and work to their cause. Many students volunteer for the organization as               
well as adults local to the high country. These are a few of the organizations that compete with                  
Wine To Water in obtaining volunteers.  
 
1. Americorp 

Americorp is an international company that offers volunteer opportunities, membership          
into its professional club and newsletter, alumni organizations for those involved in collegiate             
Americorp groups, grant applications for corporations, and access to resources of their            
partnerships. They send volunteers around the world to better communities in need, and             
complete projects similar to the work Wine To Water carries out.  
 
2. The Red Cross 
Similar to Americorp, the Red Cross offers a number of volunteer and donation opportunities for               
those interested in backing the organization. On their web pages homepage they have links to               
payment methods as well as contact information with the physical and online addresses, and              
social media links. They make it very easy to get further in touch with and involved with them.  
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SWOT ANALYSIS 
 

Strengths 
● Employing student interns 
● Recognition on CNN 
● Local support 
● Many options/ways to get involved 
● Hands-on volunteerism 
● Faith-based organization 
● Market appeal- primarily young women 

Weaknesses 
● Student Interns 
● Wine specialization 
● Changing social media voice 
● Limited social media (accounts and     

presence) 
● Individual donors, more-so than    

corporations, attend and contribute    
funds at events  

● National assistance needed 
● Faith-based organization 

Opportunities  
● Partner with the craft beer industry 
● Gain more of an online following 
● Hosting an event on March 22 (World       

Water Day) 
● Helping those in local community 
● Increase in social media presence 
● Expansion to locational market segments     

(United States, Canada, United Kingdom,     
France, India) 

Threats 
● Wine shortages 
● Lack of volunteer support 
● Retail and less expensive wineries  
● Larger wine company monopolies 

 
 

PROBLEM/OPPORTUNITY STATEMENT 
 

Some of the methods Wine To Water could utilize to better reach its target audiences               
are as follows: 
 
1. Local & Regional Marketing 

This marketing level could be practiced by advocates making guerilla marketing           
campaigns such as handing out flyers, street marketing, and other attending or hosting events              
to gain awareness such as flash mobs or having a booth at a festival. Wine To Water could                  
attend a wine festival, have a booth at the Farmer’s Market, or even host a smaller event such                  
as a 5k. They could also participate in the High Country Small Plate Crawl, or partner with a                  
local business on a new wine release, be it in the labeling and branding, or by hosting a special                   
release at the partnership’s point of business.  
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2. Advertising 
Wine To Water could improve their advertising by increasing their online presence,            

through print such as journals and magazines, and inclusion on television shows and             
newscasts. Their online image could be enhanced through the use of banner advertisements,             
becoming linked to related searches of online users to search engines through algorithms and              
hyperlinks, and sending out an e-newsletter or email to subscribers. These “subscriptions” could             
be made through having a link at the bottom of their website to sign up, contacting those in the                   
industry through their website email links, or including the link to sign up on their bottles for                 
customers to follow. Regarding journals and magazines, Wine To Water could write press             
releases for distribution, both online and hard copies to news organizations. The news             
corporation CNN did cover them with a story on their organization, which was aired nationally               
and can also be found online.  
  
3. Social Media 

The presence of Wine To Water online consists of accounts on Facebook, Twitter,             
Instagram, and YouTube. Although these reach a large and diverse audience, increasing their             
image through their Twitter and Instagram as each platform has audio and visual features which               
each appeal to younger generations and millennials. When a user scrolls through either site, a               
video often catches their eye over that of a wordy post. Content creation that is also emotionally                 
appealing can be an effective way to reach this target audience.  

 
CONCLUSION 

 
Wine To Water is an organization that strives to both love and to serve people in need                 

around the globe, but is has not made steps to help some closer to home. Nearly 663 million                  
people do not have access to clean drinking water, coming to a ratio of 1 out of every 10 people                    
worldwide. In the United States, there are thousands without access to clean drinking water or               
safe sanitation practices. What’s worse is that many Americans do not know that this is an issue                 
nor are they willing to assist in change. To truly affect the world and provide safe water to those                   
that need it most, Wine To Water must tap into (no pun intended) our national community                
including corporations, small-businesses, and the younger generation. 
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SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN PLAN 

 
Introduction: Our target market is millennials and college students unaware of the world water 
crisis, and the efforts carried out by Wine to Water to combat the crisis. This social media 
campaign seeks to tackle this lack of education and create a call to action.  
 
Goal: Wine To Water hopes to boost awareness of water-related issues around the world 
through a targeted social media campaign. 
 
Social Media Vision Statements:  
 

1. Instagram: Through the Wine To Water’s Instagram account, we will utilize photos and 
a promotional campaign video, as well as specialized social media posts and hashtags 
that have clarity and appeal to organizational values. Using this social media platform 
allows for the creation of content that the viewer can connect and relate to because they 
can imagine themselves in the shoes of those featured in the video. The imagery in this 
campaign will not only bring awareness but bring about a call to action. 

 
2. Twitter: By posting our created content with hashtags linked to the campaign, we strive 

to  create higher traffic and bring more attention to Wine To Water and similar sites that 
are passionate towards changing the awareness and perception of the world water 
crisis.  

 
3. Facebook: We will post visual content to inspire viewers to increase awareness and 

inspire action towards the world water crisis. Viewers will also have the opportunity to 
link to the Facebook page, as well as to the Wine To Water home page, with more 
information on Wine To Water’s trips and service opportunities.  

 
Audience: While Wine To Water’s efforts to spread awareness is already thriving, we believe 
that a greater market could be reached: college-aged millennials. According to 
millennialmarketing.com the term millennial refers to people born from 1982-2002. This group 
values discovery, variety, authenticity, free expression, and self-exploration. Data from the site 
shows that almost 50% of millennials are more willing to purchase a product connected with a 
specific cause. Additionally, this group is well versed in the power of social media and each is 
reported to have more than 200 Facebook friends. Because they value new experience and are 
interested in international travel, millennials could be excellent ambassadors for the Wine to 
Water brand.  
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User Profile (example) 

 
Name: Justin 
Age, Occupation: 21, Student at Clemson University-studies psychology  
Involved in extracurriculars: Political Science club, International club, Spanish Club 
Works part time job as a barista at Starbucks  
Interested in travel, playing and watching soccer, writing short stories, and taking photos 
 
 
Objective: To increase use of the featured hashtags, traffic to Wine To Water’s social media 
accounts, and create awareness of the crisis and organizational efforts over the month-long 
campaign.  
 
Strategies for Implementation  
These strategies will generate clicks and traffic to the website and appeal emotionally to the 
viewers. They allow them to relate to what it looks like to live in a world with an abundance of 
water, and also get in touch further with what it may look like to live, #withoutwater.

 
Strategy 1: The team will increase awareness of what an average day’s consumption of 
water looks like for each featured profile by sharing the video across the different Wine 
To Water social media platforms.  
Strategy 2: The team will also work to increase awareness of what an average day’s 
consumption of water looks like on a daily basis by sharing the user profiles across Wine 
To Water’s social media platforms.  
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Strategy 3: The team will increase awareness of what an average day’s consumption of 
water looks like for each user by sharing the newly incorporated hashtag, #withoutwater, 
in the posts mentioned above. 
Strategy 4: The team will increase awareness of what an average day’s consumption of 
water looks like on a personal level by sharing a downloadable water tracking document 
that allows them to record their daily water usage. 

 
 

 
Tactics 
Tactic 1: The Without Water campaign will kick off on June 1st 2017. The promotional video will 
pose the question ‘what would your life look like without water?’ The video will also introduce the 
#withoutwater challenge, specifically the downloadable water tracker document. This challenge, 
as well as the document, will encourage everyday individuals  to track how much water they use 
on a daily basis. In participating, the target audience experience firsthand how essential water is 
to their everyday life.  
Tactic 2: On each Wednesday in June (the 7th, 14th, 21st, and 28th) Wine To Water will post a 
spotlight feature of a student that has participated in the #withoutwater challenge. This 
campaign will post on Instagram and Facebook 3 times per week until the end of the campaign 
on June 30th.  
Tactic 3: To further raise awareness, we will specifically implement a #withoutwater challenge 
into our campaign. The hashtag will link users to Wine To Water’s website and creates a call to 
action for millennials to get involved. 

 
 
Content Themes And Specific Topics Within Those Themes: 

Water crisis awareness 
-Crisis statistics 
-Locations where the crisis is worst 
-Water crisis in the United States 

 
Action 
-College Wine to Water chapters 
-Local community events/fundraisers 
-Partnerships with various organizations 
-Trip information 
 
Empowerment 
-Following featured users before/after 
-Volunteer stories (i.e. how Wine To Water experience has shaped their life) 
 
Inspiration 
-Create a call to action to reevaluate personal water use and to get involved 
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Additional Strategic Recommendations:  

1. Social Brand Profiling: Using additional hashtags including #whywater, #beinspired, 
#welovewater, #givewatercredit, #justwater, #lifewater, #H20daysofwater and 
#waterchallenge will increase the reach of the brand values, as the hashtags will reach 
more online users. These hashtags have been largely used in the past and conveys a 
similar message to users.  

2. Additional Campaign Ideas: Social media takeover of Wine To Water accounts. 
Takeover could be done by volunteers, employees, past campaign participants, etc. A 
takeover should encompass every social media platform and by canvassing them would 
show to users that Wine To Water is working to promote the campaign. 

 
Budget: This budget of this campaign is $1,000, which comes from contributions from donors 
and from the public relations budget as laid out by Wine To Water management. This money will 
go towards creating the promotional video that will introduce the campaign and water challenge. 
The team will allot a contingency plan of  $100 in case of mishap.  
 
Conclusion: This campaign is relevant to today's modern online world, which appeals to a vast 
amount of people and increases the reach of the perceived campaign and inspire those who 
view and participate in it to become involved. Through utilization of this campaign plan, Wine To 
Water will increase the traffic to their website, increase the amount of followers on their social 
media platforms, and reach a larger target audience than they once did.  
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Evaluation, Timeline, Content Calendar  

Evaluation 
 

Overall Goal: Wine To Water hopes to increase awareness of water-related issues around the 
world through a targeted social media campaign. 

 
Objective 1: Share a one-minute video that introduces the #withoutwater campaign across            
Wine To Water’s three social media platforms over the course of the campaign, running from               
June 1st until June 30th.  

● Evaluation Method: Short-term; this is an introductory objective. The effectiveness of           
the video will be measured using logistics the week after the video is introduced.              
Specialists will monitor for increases in followers, likes, hashtags, and overall           
engagement.  

 
Objective 2: Feature 5 #withoutwater user posts on Instagram, Facebook 

● Evaluation Method: Short-term; Measured through social media analytics software,         
specialists will be looking for increased user engagement with Wine To Water’s content             
and online conversation about the water crisis across social media platforms. They will             
compare old posts with the new campaign posts to see the boosted engagement. 

 
Objective 3: Increase the shares and trends of posts via the Wine to Water Twitter account over                 
the month-long campaign, and generate more views of the hashtags that are included in the               
posts, as well as the new hashtag #withoutwater. 

● Evaluation Method: Long-term; shares and trends will be evaluated using social media 
analysis software such as Hootsuite, Hubspot, etc. Two ways of measuring this objective 
are to compare Wine to Water post activity before the campaign started, as well as 
comparing pre-campaign total engagement (online and real-life) with Wine To Water. For 
example, if this campaign inspires more people to volunteer or become involved with 
Wine to Water in some capacity, it will have been successful. 
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Implementation Schedule  

 
Timing Action Purpose Content Length Accountability 

May 22 

Film 
Promotional 

Video Introduce the campaign Video 2 days 
Wine To Water 
videographer 

May 29 

Edit 
Promotional 

Video 
Clean up shots, Make it 
professional 

Editing 
Software 2 days 

Wine To Water 
videographer 

May 31 

Create 
#withoutwater 
tracking sheet Spread sheet with audience 

Printable 
Chart 1 day 

Wine To Water graphic 
designer 

June 1 

Release 
Promotional 

video on 
Facebook, 

Twitter, and 
Instagram Introduce the campaign Video 

1 
minute 
video 

Wine To Water social 
media manager 

June 5 

Interview 
featured users 

from target 
audience about 
#withoutwater 
experiences Gain insider perspective 

Face-to-Face 
Interviews 

1.5 
Hours 

Wine To Water PR 
executive 

June 7 

Post first 
Instagram post 
about featured 

user 

Showcase the individual on 
Wine To Water's social 
media sites and create a 
buzz around campaign 

Instagram 
Post 

10 
minutes 

Wine To Water social 
media manager 

June 14 

Post second 
Instagram post 
about featured 

user 

Showcase the individual on 
Wine To Water's social 
media sites and continue to 
create a buzz around 
campaign 

Instagram 
Post 

10 
minutes 

Wine To Water social 
media manager 

June 21 

Post third 
Instagram post 
about featured 

user 

Showcase the individual on 
Wine To Water's social 
media sites and continue to 
create a buzz around 
campaign 

Instagram 
Post 

10 
minutes 

Wine To Water social 
media manager 
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June 28 

Post fourth 
Instagram post 
about featured 

user 

Showcase the individual on 
Wine To Water's social 
media sites and continue to 
create a buzz around 
campaign 

Instagram 
Post 

10 
minutes 

Wine To Water social 
media manager 

June 30 

Post Instagram 
post reflecting 

on the 
campaign 

Tie up the campaign while 
continuing to bring 
awareness to audience 

Instagram 
Post 

10 
minutes 

Wine To Water social 
media manager 

July 1 
Evaluate 
campaign 

Evaluation of successes/ 
failures of campaign, collect 
data of shares, comments, 
likes, and new follows. 
Determine the impact and 
growth of organization and 
involvement after campaign 

Face-to-Face 
meeting 5 hours 

Wine To Water 
Communication team 

  
 
 
 

Content Calendar 
 

Date Topic 
Target 
Audience Platform Content Goal 

05/01/2017 

U.S. and 
World water 
consumptio
n 

Followers of 
WTW 

Faceboo
k/Instagr
am 

Ever wonder where your water actually 
comes from? Water takes a long 
journey to get to the faucet and water 
fountain; follow us this month to learn 
the role of water in college-aged 
individuals, and what it would truly look 
like to live #withoutwater not only in the 
United States, but across the world. 
(include promo video) 

Introduce 
the 
campaign 
to the 
target 
audience, 
and 
followers 
of WTW 

05/03/2017 

Water usage 
of featured 
individual 

Students 
18-late 20s 

Faceboo
k/Instagr
am 

Meet Justin! He is a junior psychology 
major at Clemson University, involved 
in the school Political Science and 
Spanish clubs. Justin works part time at 
Starbucks, write short stories, and take 
photos of his travels. He uses lots of 
water at work, and takes a shower daily. 
He also washes his laundry twice a 
month at the coin-laundramat. How 
drastically would his life change if he 

Highlight 
water 
usage of 
one 
person, 
allow 
viewers to 
relate, link 
to WTW 
website 
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were to go #withoutwater. Find out more 
about water usage and impact at 
https://www.winetowater.org/. 

05/04/2017 
World/ U.S. 
Water Facts 

Followers of 
WTW Twitter 

1 in 10 people lack access to clean 
water worldwide. Find out how to 
change this ratio at 
https://www.winetowater.org/ 
#welovewater #givewatercredit 
#humankindness #serve #volunteer 
#winetowater #withoutwater 

Spread 
awareness 
of world 
water 
consumpti
on, share 
facts with 
followers, 
spread 
featured 
hashtags 

05/08/2017 
Relatable 
Water Post 

Followers of 
WTW 

Instagra
m 

From the morning cup of coffee, to the 
evening chamomile tea, water plays a 
part of every relaxing moment. How 
would your mood change 
#withoutwater? #welovewater 
#givewatercredit #winetowater 
(include relaxing photo of tea/coffee) 

Relate to 
followers, 
spread 
use of 
featured 
hashtags 

05/10/2017 

Water usage 
of featured 
individual 

Students 
18-late 20s 

Faceboo
k/Instagr
am 

Steve likes to make the most of each 
day. A sophomore Biology Major at 
UNC-Asheville, he rock climbs in local 
parks, volunteers at the neighborhood 
climbing wall, and works at Diamond 
Brand Outdoors. He jokes that he 
showers randomly throughout the week, 
primarily after a climb or workout. Steve 
cooks a lot of water-reliant rice and 
pasta, and drinks at least two Nalgene 
bottles a day. Would a day or week 
#withoutwater dramatically change his 
habits? Find out more about water 
usage and impact at 
https://www.winetowater.org/. 

Highlight 
water 
usage of 
one 
person, 
allow 
viewers to 
relate, link 
to WTW 
website 
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05/11/2017 

Share 
volunteer 
opportunitie
s/link to 
website 

Followers of 
WTW, those 
interested in 
getting more 
involved 

Faceboo
k 

Every 15 seconds a child dies from 
water- related illnesses. Wine To Water 
as works to change this statistic 
everyday through domestic and 
international opportunities. There are 
ways for everyone to get involved! Find 
out more at 
https://www.winetowater.org/ 
#welovewater #serve #volunteer 
#winetowater #humankindness 

Gain 
volunteers
, interns, 
and link 
more 
people to 
the 
website 
and social 
media 
accounts 

05/15/2017 
World/ U.S. 
Water Facts 

Followers of 
WTW Twitter 

2.4 billion people lack access to 
sanitary water and hygienic practices. 
Visit https://www.winetowater.org/ for 
ways to change this. #welovewater 
#humankindness #serve #volunteer 
#winetowater #withoutwater 

Spread 
awareness 
of world 
water 
consumpti
on, share 
facts with 
followers, 
spread 
featured 
hashtags 

05/17/2017 

Water usage 
of featured 
individual 

Students 
18-late 20s 

Faceboo
k/Instagr
am 

Emily has a thirst for giving back! She 
volunteers for Operation Smile and at 
her church, as well as through serving 
as the Community Service Chair of her 
sorority. When she isn't studying for her 
Social Work classes, she enjoys playing 
the violin, hiking, and gardening. 
Watering her garden is a daily task, and 
she gets dirty in the process. She 
showers at least twice a day, and 
washes her hands regularly. A day 
#withoutwater would not only change 
Emily's hygiene, but hurt her plants! 
Could she go #withoutwater? Find out 
more about water usage and impact at 
https://www.winetowater.org/. 

Highlight 
water 
usage of 
one 
person, 
allow 
viewers to 
relate, link 
to WTW 
website 

05/18/2017 
World/ U.S. 
Water Facts 

Followers of 
WTW Twitter 

A child dies every 90 seconds from a 
water- related illness. Would you be 
here today if you were raised 
#withoutwater? #welovewater 
#humankindness #serve #volunteer 
#winetowater 

Spread 
awareness 
of world 
water 
consumpti
on, share 
facts with 
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followers, 
spread 
featured 
hashtags 

05/24/2017 

Water usage 
of featured 
individual 

Students 
18-late 20s 

Faceboo
k/Instagr
am 

Working at two restaurants and at Belk 
clothing store, Jennifer rarely gets back 
home to clean herself up. She left 
college after her freshman year to focus 
on her writing career, and has a few 
unpublished works. In her free-time she 
walks her golden-doodle, Fred, and 
watercolors landscapes. Jennifer would 
love to have some of her work put in a 
show, but would living #withoutwater let 
her make these beautiful pieces? Find 
out more about water usage and impact 
at https://www.winetowater.org/. 

Highlight 
water 
usage of 
one 
person, 
allow 
viewers to 
relate, link 
to WTW 
website 

05/25/2017 
World/ U.S. 
Water Facts 

Followers of 
WTW Twitter 

70% of the world's water resources are 
needed for food production. Crops 
cannot grow #withoutwater. 
#welovewater 
#givewatercredit#winetowater 

Spread 
awareness 
of world 
water 
consumpti
on, share 
facts with 
followers, 
spread 
featured 
hashtags 

05/31/2017 

Water usage 
of featured 
individual 

Students 
18-late 20s 

Faceboo
k/Instagr
am 

Harry is your everyday college 
freshman, missing class to sleep in or 
go to the gym instead. He is the captain 
of the Appalachian State swim team, 
and practices everyday in the Student 
Recreation Center. His favorite 
restaurant in Boone is Comeback 
Shack, which he goes to after a tough 
day or workout. Who can swim 
#withoutwater? Find out more about 
water usage and impact at 
https://www.winetowater.org/. 

Highlight 
water 
usage of 
one 
person, 
allow 
viewers to 
relate, link 
to WTW 
website 
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Implementation materials: 

Wine To Water will utilize videography, strategic social media posts on its Instagram, Facebook, 
Twitter, and Youtube accounts, the hashtag #withoutwater, as well as a contest to implement 
this campaign. By providing a variety of outlets with which to promote this campaign and 
interaction with Wine To Water’s social media, overall engagement as well as awareness of the 
global water crisis will be increased, achieving the goal of the campaign. 
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Appendix 1: Featured Individual Instagram Posts 
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Appendix 2: Water Tracking Document 
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